THREE *MORE* THINGS:
TARSMACKED,
SHUFFLED AND
SCREWED?
I resent all to hell that we are forking over a
metric crap ton of tax dollars every weekend for
his Golden Golf Hackness to hang out at one of
his courses. This weekend, though, I’d make an
exception — and of course, he drags his feet
getting out of town, making trouble on the way.
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You’ve no doubt heard that White House chief of
staff Reince Priebus resigned or quit, depending
on which source you read and when. Scuttlebutt
says Trump was pissed that Priebus didn’t push
back at Scaramucci after the profanity-laced
interview with Ryan Lizza. Other scuttlebutt
says Scaramucci is actually Jared and Ivanka’s
minion; he’s so vulgar and cold he fits in
anywhere in Team Trump. So bloody hard to keep
the players straight; where’s self-sucking
Bannon in all this?
Anyhow, apparently His Imminently Golf Hackness
tweeted his pink slip from the door of Air Force
One.
And Priebusly-of-West-Wing was left on the
tarmac without a ride.
Jesus Christ, how mother freaking cold and rude,
the only guy who really kept Trump looking like
a legitimate member of the GOP, tossed like an
empty KFC bag.
Priebus, who is rumored to be the only staffer
who didn’t sign one of Team Trump’s nondisclosure agreements, hasn’t figured out he
doesn’t have to suck up any longer.
I hate that these sloppy mean girls occupying
the White House make me feel sorry for that
schmuck Priebus.
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And His Imminently Golf Hackness nominated
current DHS director John Kelly as the new White
House chief of staff.
Kelly has peeved off some senators; I supposed
taking on role of chief fly swatter will be
nothing in comparison to his failure to disclose
his relationship to military contractors.
Rumor: Kelly is being moved to CoS to make way
for Sessions as DHS director, which in turn
leaves the AG’s position open for a new nominee
willing to fire Mueller.
Oh hell, no.
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Latest buzz is that McCain’s vote YES on the
Motion to Proceed earlier in week set up the
actual failure of H.R. 1628 Health Care Freedom
Act vote last night.
The analysis was posted at Reddit, of all
places.
… The thing is, the Senate can only
consider one budget reconciliation bill
per topic per year. Of course, if the
bill dies in committee and never comes
to an official vote, it doesn’t countwhich is why they’ve been able to keep
hammering away at the issue.
This bill, though, was allowed to come
to the Senate floor, because the
Republicans thought they’d secured the
votes. Collins, Murkowski and the
Democrats would vote no, everyone else
would vote yes, and Pence would break
the tie. And then McCain completely
fucked them. And it was almost certainly
a calculated move; he voted to allow the
bill to come to the floor. Had McCain
allowed it to die in committee,
McConnell could have come back with yet
another repeal bill; but he let it come
to a vote, and now they can’t consider

another budget reconciliation bill for
the rest of the fiscal year. The Senate
needs 60 votes to pass any kind of
healthcare reform now. …

Which opens up a whole mess of questions if this
is really what happened…
Did John McCain plan to screw Trumpcare by
himself, or was this staged to save the Senate
GOP caucus face as I speculated earlier today?
If he had help staging this, who else was in on
it? “Yertle” McConnell, who is acting pouty and
butt-hurt? If McConnell was in on it, then he
deserved a nomination for an acting award.
And was this a final Fuck You to Heel-Spurs-inChief, who disrespected McCain’s service and
time as a POW?
I can’t help it; I hope it was payback. And I
hope this buys more time to build real fixes for
ACA until a Democratic majority can take back
Congress.
UPDATE — 12:11 P.M. EDT —
Yep, too good to be true. @Celeste_P says nope.
Maverick wasn’t super-maverick after all. It was
fun to imagine while the illusion lasted.
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It’s the weekend, finally. Hope somebody is lost
longer than usual in the rough. Open bar, open
thread. Behave and drive safely.

